Contextural genomic rearrangements of variable-antigen genes in Trypanosoma brucei.
We have described some rearrangements of a variable-antigen gene in T. brucei. We suggest that there are two copies of the ILTat 1.2 variable-antigen gene in each of a number of trypanosome clones closely related by sequential relapses. Both copies of the gene undergo rearrangements, apparently the result of insertion and deletion of lengths of DNA in a region at or beyond the 3' end of the coding sequence, giving rise to different-size restriction enzyme fragments in different clones of trypanosomes. No feature of these rearrangements can be correlated with expression of the gene. Our data differ from those of Hoeijmakers et al. (1980) in two important respects: (1) Neither copy of the gene remains in a constant genomic context in all trypanosome clones. (2) We do not see an extra copy associated with the expression of the gene. These observations do not suggest any obvious mechanism for the phenomenon of antigenic variation.